FENDER "TWIN-AMP" LAYOUT
MODEL 6G8-A

NOTICE

VOLTAGES READ TO GROUND WITH ELECTRONIC
VOLTmeter VALUES SHOWN ± 0% - 20%.

NOTE: ALL RESISTORS 1/2 WATT, 10% TOLERANCE, IF NOT SPECIFIED.
NOTE: ALL CAPACITORS AT LEAST 400 VOLT RATING IF NOT SPECIFIED.

TO ALL HEATERS
PRESENCE INTENSITY SPEAK BASS TREBLE VOLUME VIBRATO BASS TREBLE VOLUME NORMAL

5881 5881 5881 5881 7025 7025 7025 7025

AC CORD
GROUND SWITCH 3 AMP FUSE

SPKR EXT. SPKR

AC CORD
GROUND SWITCH

SPKR EXT. SPKR

VIBRATO PEDAL

NOTE: ALL RESISTORS 1/2 WATT, 10% TOLERANCE, IF NOT SPECIFIED.
NOTE: ALL CAPACITORS AT LEAST 400 VOLT RATING IF NOT SPECIFIED.